BlueSpice 1.20.1 is a minor release.

Changes since BlueSpice Core 1.20 / BlueSpice for MediaWiki 1.20

BlueSpice Framework (Core)
- String shortener now adds the length of the ellipse chars to the max string length
- Updated installcheck.php

BlueSpice Extensions
/bluespice-mw/ext/ExtendedSearch
- Adopted result view to popular search engines like google or wikipedia
- Added new checkboxes
- Now using different highlighting chars in autocomplete
- Fixed "Search all namespaces" option
- Fixed bug that prevented zip file formats from being indexed
- Fixed some facet bugs with files
- Facets are now shortened in the middle
/bluespice-mw/ext/InsertFile
- Fixed size of detailPanel
- Size of Window has increased so 15 items are displayed now
/bluespice-mw/ext/InsertLink
- Selected WikiText shows up in description field (instead of page link field)
/bluespice-mw/ext/MailChanges
- Fixed MWException in newer MediaWiki versions
/bluespice-mw/ext/SaferEdit
- Fixed context issue
/bluespice-mw/ext/UniversalExport
- Disabled unused permissions
- E-Mail is now an optional field again
  /bluespice-mw/ext/UserPreferences

- User prefs are now reloaded before displayed
- Fixed default settings bug when a new user is added
  /bluespice-mw/ext/VisualEditor

- Added selectbox to disable for namespaces in prefs
- Added some i18n
- Fixed context for not existing titles
- Fixed editor button on non editor context
- Added version switch and fallback for MW 1.17
- Applied IE bugfix

### BlueSpice Skin

- Removed extended search autocomplete styles from main.css
- No more edit sections in printable version
- Redlinks have a new color in the latest MediaWiki versions
- Fixed edit section link floating (was aligned left instead of right)
- Added css for gallery tag

### BlueSpice Webservices

/webservices/BShtml2PDF

- Added backwards compatibility to Tomcat 6 and JRE 1.6
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